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ProScan Max III Metal Detector
Advanced Detection Systems releases its ProScan Max III metal
detector with enhanced detection levels and user interface designed to
simplify food processor’s quality control documentation.
(Milwaukee)-Advanced Detection Systems is pleased to announce its new ProScan Max
III metal detection technology and encourages food processors to use Advanced
Detection Systems’ free product testing service as a perfect way learn how the ProScan
Max III can be used to improve their metal detection investment. All product testing
results are accompanied by Advanced Detection Systems’ Sensitivity Guarantee.
With its patented “Auto-Balance” technology and Max III reliability it is no longer
necessary to reduce sensitivity to accommodate the effects of vibration inherent in many
processing lines. The ProScan Max III is the third version of Advanced Detection
Systems’ proven family of ProScan metal detectors.
Advanced Detection Systems’ focus on today’s stringent food safety regulations is
reflected in several ProScan Max III standard features including; administrator assigned
user names and log-in levels allowing Max III users to abide by user identity
requirements, data logger access through a downloadable thumb drive, running list of
recent detection history visible from the menu and flexible automatic reject timing to
insure a reliable detect and reject process.

Advanced Detection Systems, an engineering driven company will test your product,
guarantee Max III detection levels and build the Max III for optimum performance and
reliability given the unique characteristics of your specific product.

Advanced Detection Systems offers custom metal detection solutions, system upgrades,
free product testing, technical training classes, experienced and responsive field service,
service contracts and metal detector certification.

Advanced Detection Systems will display the ProScan Max III system at the Produce
Manufacturer’s Association Fresh Summit trade show in Orlando, FL on October 19th,
20th, 2018.

For more information contact David Smith, Sales Manager, 414-672-0553, dsmith@adsdetection.com
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